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Online Computing Challenges
Detector & readout requirements for 

future 𝑒+𝑒−colliders

Talk based on recent invited FCC essay on 
online computing challenges for future 
𝑒+𝑒−colliders submitted to EPJ+ (jointly 
with Richard Brenner)
“Focus Point on A Future Higgs & Electroweak 
Factory (FCC): Challenges towards Discovery”

• Accepted for publication 3 days ago

• Emphasis is on FCCee, but general 
discussion is machine-agnostic

https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.04168



Online computing challenges

Online challenges for lepton colliders

• High rates, high precision
• Detector with extremely tight material & power budget
• Event sizes & production rates
• Luminosity measurement (FCCee: at 10-4 – 10-5 level!)
• First triggering level: custom hardware or software-only?
• Recent detector R&D
• Non-conventional signatures: challenge of triggering on long-

lived, non-relativistic particles
• Machine Learning 
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Online computing challenges

Online challenges: what do others do?

Conventional wisdom: rely on simple triggers with built-in 
redundancy
• LEP: when life was simple. Calo-, muon- or tracker-based selection
• ILC: “trigger-less” DAQ (aka: no custom hardware for Level-1 

filtering)
• LHCb: collector all detector data from all collisions, and feed into 

event selection (run entirely on software)
• But: material budget at future 𝑒+𝑒− colliders limits readout 

bandwidth & services
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“Good artists copy; Great artists steal”



Online computing challenges

Instantaneous luminosities: FCCee
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FCC CDR vol.2: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjst%2Fe2019-900045-4



Online computing challenges

Instantaneous luminosities: FCCee
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjst%2Fe2019-900045-4

“Tera-Z”: highest instantaneous 
luminosity ever achieved

• Orders of magnitude higher than LEP
• Significantly higher than Belle-II



Online computing challenges

Instantaneous luminosities: CepC
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Online computing challenges

Rates & event sizes at colliders
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• Three (or four) parameters here

➢ Rate of interesting physics to record

➢ Event size

➢ Data throughput (ie. Read-out & write-out data volume/time)

• Key TDAQ parameter: data throughput, not rate!

➢ Capacity: data volume per unit time = 

(event size) × (interesting physics rate)

➢ Determining readout & write-out capacity of system



Online computing challenges

Rates & event sizes at LHC
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Experiment Rate Event size Throughput

Detector Readout

ATLAS/CMS Run 1/2 100 kHz 1 MB 100 GB/s

LHCb Run 1/2 1 MHz 100 kB 100 GB/s

ATLAS/CMS Run 4 – O(500 kHz)
4 MB

(PU = 200)
2 TB/s

LHCb Run 4 – 40 MHz 100 kB 4 TB/s

Throughput to disk

ATLAS/CMS Run 1/2 1-2 kHz 1 MB 1-2 GB/s

LHCb Run 1/2 10 kHz 100 kB 1 GB/s

ATLAS/CMS Run 4 – 5 kHz
4 MB

(PU = 200)
20 GB/s

LHCb Run 4 – 20 kHz – ? 100 kB 2 GB/s

Notes:
• Figures refer to order-of-magnitude estimates
• Generally, disk space capacity is the actual bottleneck here, not trigger rate or 

output to disk



Online computing challenges

Rates & event sizes at FCCee (Z-pole)
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjst%2Fe2019-900045-4

Basic assumptions

• Store all interesting physics with ~100% efficiency

• Beam background: not a major consideration for DAQ



Online computing challenges

Rates & event sizes at FCCee (Z-pole)
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjst%2Fe2019-900045-4



Online computing challenges

Rates & event sizes at FCCee (Z-pole)
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140%2Fepjst%2Fe2019-900045-4

• With an appropriate zero-suppression scheme, the major contribution to 
the average event size for the IDEA detector is from physics, and it should 
be possible to keep the main backgrounds (e.g. synchrotron radiation) 
under control at a relatively small fraction of the total event rate

• Zero-suppression requires continuous calibration in semi-real time, 
smooth/stable running conditions, robust monitoring



Online computing challenges

Luminosity monitoring
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.12837



Online computing challenges

Trigger-less design?

• A software-based solution provides flexibility that cannot be 
matched by traditional first-level hardware-based filtering systems

• For a future 𝑒+𝑒− collider, the major challenge is the very high 
luminosity (especially at the Z-pole). R&D studies assume zero-
suppression will be routinely applied at read-out. However, this 
necessitates not only careful calibration (&alignment), but also a 
technical solution that can be deployed online and updated in 
semi-real time.

• Smooth & stable running conditions and robust monitoring system 
are of paramount importance

• Detector choices can have a major impact on TDAQ design. It is 
important to balance detector requirements against operational 
considerations & constraints on TDAQ when designing future 
experiments.
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Online computing challenges

Trigger-less design? #2

• Tracking: Time-Projection Chambers (TPC) which is favoured by 
tracking experts for lightweight design cannot be read out every 
20 ns. A TPC-based detector would require hardware-based 
filtering system

• Calorimetry: a fine-granularity but noisy calorimeter may lead to 
non-straightforward zero-suppression (see IDEA example). A high-
noise calorimeter that contributes significantly to average event 
data rates would interfere with optimisation of trigger efficiency of 
electromagnetic showers.
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Online computing challenges

Detector R&D

With TDAQ technology evolving rapidly, and 𝑒+𝑒− colliders still far 
into the future, it is perhaps too early to discuss details of concrete 
TDAQ designs and implementation. However, it is still instructive to 
review some recent advances in HEP experiments that may be 
relevant when designing TDAQ systems for these experiments.
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Online computing challenges

LHCb TDAQ in Run-3
• FPGA: middle-layer between detector readout & optical fibres 

brining signal to data centre, located at periphery of detector 
• Zero-suppression directly at detector readout 
• Event-size relatively small: 100 kB
• Online selection with offline-like reconstruction
• Two-levels of s/w filtering: GPUs 32 → 1-2 Tb/s, CPUs: 80 Gb/s
• Calibration & alignment: semi-live mode, while data is being 

buffered 
• Challenges: large memory consumption, network capacity (data 

from 478 FPGA boards transferred into single physical location) 
• Prioritising network traffic using “traffic-shaping”, optimising 

performance & improving latency of data flow 
• Worries: scalability & reliability
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Online computing challenges

Ultra-light vertex detectors
• Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) technology: being 

developed for detectors operating with lepton & heavy-ion beams
(e.g. Inner Tracking System of ALICE)

• Custom ALPIDE ASIC with theoretical maximum hit data transfer 
capacity of 6 MHz/cm2 → 100 kHz for Pb-Pb collisions 

• Material budget: 0.3% X0/layer (need ~ 0.1-0.2% X0/layer for 
future 𝑒+𝑒− experiments) 

Future improvements: 
• Faster charge collection with HV-CMOS technology 
• Time-stamping of hits allows for full 4D tracking → possibility of 

separating multiple interaction points → slow propagating exotic 
particles 

• Lower-power electronics with evaporative CO2 cooling
• Wireless transmission (WADAPT collaboration) → increase 

readout bandwidth without increasing material budget 
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Online computing challenges

Ultra-light TPCs
• Low-mass trackers offer high-hit precision 
• Challenge: huge out-of-bunch pile-up during TPC drift time
• Conventional TPC: readout ~ 3kHz (gating grid that blocks the back 

flow of ions: drift velocity ~ 1 m/s)
• Replacing multi-wire proportional chamber with gas electron 

multiplier removes need for gating grid (since intrinsic back flow is 
low) → TPC can operated in continuous mode 

• Number of ions entering TPC region still large enough to produce 
electric field that distorts path of electrons during drifting. Effect 
of charge distortion is rate-dependent and must be corrected in 
order to maintain intrinsic TPC resolution. 

• TPC: potentially serious alternative for 𝑒+𝑒− tracking
• Interplay of TPC & MAPS needs to be optimised
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Online computing challenges

Long-Lived Particles
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• Dark Sector models give rise to long-
lived signatures 

• Challenge for TDAQ with appearing/ 
disappearing tracks that do not point 
to primary vertex 

• Selection of LLP events in real-time 
usually not a priority in design phase 
of experiments. Complexity of 
signature makes it harder to find good 
metrics for design specs 

• Timing info of every hit would allow studies of out-of-bunch/out-
of-time particles. 

• Hardware track triggering requires instrumentation on tracker 
• Important to have clear strategy for LLP searches. Require 

distant detectors? integrate in TDAQ? 





Online computing challenges

Machine Learning
•ML on HEP applications (including TDAQ) already here:
➢ front-end data compression 
➢ particle ID with multivariate classifiers 
➢ pattern recognition 
➢ tracking & reconstruction with NN 
➢ regression for improved resolution 
• Some of these developments will form basis for proto-

TDAQ design in next few years
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Online computing challenges

Summary
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•Biggest challenge for future 𝑒+𝑒− is all-time high
instantaneous luminosity (but: TDAQ systems will sustain 
similar data throughput rates already at LHC)
•Baseline assumption: software-only triggering system; 

some detector choices (e.g. TPC) will challenge this 
assumption & require management of very large out-of-
bunch pile-up and operation in continuous mode
• Full timing info on detector hits will be a game-changer for 

calibration, reconstruction and exotic searches
•Devil is in details: careful planning needed in detector R&D
•ML is expected to be everywhere: calibration, monitoring, 

and (yes) event selection 


